
THE NIGHT SKY











Finding the North Star

▪ The North Star is not an especially bright star

▪ There are not a lot of stars near it that are 
bright enough to confuse the observer.

▪ Asterisms that are easily found serve as 
pointers.









Finding Your Way Around the 
Night Sky

▪ Star Chart

▪ Planisphere

▪ Planetarium programs and apps

▪ Smart Telescope











Why Doesn’t it look like the 
pictures?

▪ No Color

▪ Faint

▪ A little fuzzy







Human Eye

▪ Loses color perception in dim light.

▪ Takes time to adapt to low light conditions.
 It takes 5 to 15 minutes for initial dark adaption (night vision)
 Night vision is lost instantly if exposed to bright white light.
 Most people never use their night vision.

Averted vision helps the eye see faint objects.



Light Pollution



STAR PARTY



Guidelines

▪ Crestview Star Party Guidelines
 Please avoid touching the telescopes and NEVER touch a glass part of a 

telescope.
 Let your eyes adapt to the dark. Do not bring white lights including flashlights.  If 

you feel you must have a flashlight, cover it with a red covering.
 Please park in the street and walk into the park so that your automobile lights 

don’t harm the night vision of the other participants.
 Star Gazing is a calm, quiet activity.  Avoid running or shouting.

▪ While at the star party
 Ask before looking through the telescope
 Please ask questions about the objects you are viewing; the equipment being 

used or anything else about astronomy.
 Take a good look and give your eye time to adjust and appreciate the view.
 Timing:

▪ Astronomers start setup about Sunset.

▪ It will be dark enough to see bright objects about 1 hour after sunset.

▪ It does not get fully dark until about 1 ½ hours after sunset.













Questions?


